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About This Game

Meow Wars is a cat themed card battle game with easy to learn mechanics and charming hand drawn characters. Battle your
way through each challenger to reach Commander Catrat and free Claw Mountain from his iron fisted grip. Each stage

introduces a new cat and card ability in a compelling feline filled story. Challenge your friends to a PVP duel or test your
might against a global audience.

MULTIPLAYER
- Challenge your friends to a PVP card battle!

- Select from a cast of 8 characters and 7 arenas.
- Hone your skills by training against our cat bot AI.

STORY MODE
- Extensive training from Lieutenant Luna prepares you for battle.
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- Meet all the cats in their natural habitat and be entertained with cat pun chatter.

FEATURES
- Simple mechanics that are easy to learn - even for novices to the card battle genre.

- 11 languages, including “Meow Meow” cat chatter. Even your cat can play! ��
- 8 wonderfully hand drawn characters brought to life.

- 8 ability cards that bring excitement to battles, introducing strategy and unpredictability.

Developer Notes
This game is available in the following languages:

English, Spanish, German, French, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Portuguese, Japanese, Korean, Meow
Meow (Cat Chatter)
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Title: Meow Wars: Card Battle
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Taco Truck Games
Publisher:
Taco Truck Games
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2018
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English,French,German,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I've watched JourneyQuest for the first time years ago, and I instantly fell in love with it. At first glance it's merely an extremely
well written fantasy/comedy series. Pay attention however, and you'll notice an incredible attention to detail in the world
building and the acting. The second season is where the real epicness begins, and it's when my favorite character, Silver Tom
(played by Fran Kranz!), arrives.

Good news! Thanks to a succesful kickstarter, JourneyQuest season 3 will arrive in April of 2016!. Do you like 2D jRPGs? Do
you like open world RPGs? Then you will absolutely enjoy this game.
I love the SaGa series and had a ton of fun playing this. It's definitely worth your time and money.
. I want to go to a funeral it would be more fun. I found this game to be somewhat lacking. The premise of having only one
chance to get to the end leaves me scared to fail because I don't want to slog through the entire journey back to where I was. I
found the lack of interactability to be unpleasant, especially at the start where you have to eat a cookie. Upon interacting with
the plate, it tells you what they are, but I hadn't a clue if I had actually completed the task. Perhaps adding a sound effect with a
black screen might add more immersion, such as the way other RPGMaker games would?
Visually, this game is gorgeous, and I love the design of Midori, but I just couldn't find myself getting invested.
Perhaps when I have more patience I'll return, but I'm not the biggest fan of walking simulators, and while I did get one good
scare, it hasn't really wowed me or left me craving more. Apologies, but I just don't see the appeal.. this game was really fun,
and good for the price, sadly it only took me 4+ hours, so i would love it if it was alittle longer, but i recommend this game. :D.
Without hesitation one of the BEST VR games I have ever played. Don't even hesitate. Grab this game. To the developers,
THANK YOU for many hours of fun already. PLEASE keep developing this amazing title. It's incredible for early access and
you can keep expanding it... PLEASE KEEP EXPANDING THIS GAME.
. When games are using Asset Flips, doesn't mean that the game is immediately bad. Like a DEV can have a vision of a game
concept but lacks in creating original designs and wants to do it all by him\/herself. It is also a good way to learn how to make
games and this one might be one of his\/her's first...

Yet, it is not promising a unique concept, so for the world, this game is boring. Could have been nice, because it's genre is from
a popular style. But in this one, it's just failing. Thus put aside.

IF this game was better optimized for good controls with keyboard & mouse or even with a controller, that the character is
moving better through the map, that looking around doesn't feel that you are stuck in a big ball of jelly, then you would have
enough fun for what this game stands for. Just plain old school, deactivate your braincells (send them on vacation) and just
waste some of your time.

Several maps to go through, kill the preset amount of enemies and be victorious.
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I get stuck at certain assets in the map, she can jump, but it's poorly. Like I can jump over rock number 1 but I cannot jump
over rock number 2, which is even lower then number 1 and looks exactly the same.
And sometimes you have to stand at a certain position to be able to kill the enemy, which is not always responsive to your
gunfires.

There are nice things too, like some of your maps are very nicely designed or should I say "set up" - Like with several
levitations. Played too many bad games where everything is just placed on flat land, no imagination, not even a slightest effort
of making something good, just having the desillusion of being a developer if you compile a game together just like that. It's
like those "singers" at X-Factor, they think they are the bomb, incredible talent while in reality, they just can't sing at all.
Desillusion... Makes you think, should I give my spouse the compliment she\/he wants to hear, or what she\/he deserves or just
for being nice? We see the results because of that...

I am not going to recommend a game that plays bad. I have lots of patience and I give everybody a fair chance, but I cripple
myself because of the bad performance of the game. I don't care if the enemy is dumb. I don't care if there are assets used from
other games. I don't care about the bad musical score which you can't turn off.
I just want to be able to move myself in a good fashion through a map, no lagg, no stuttering, no sluggish movements, no slow
mouse sensitivity.

See a bad review as a learning point, to do better in the future. Do not throw away that dream of becoming a succesfull game
developer.. Old school beat-em'-ups are always fun, this game follows that specific genre pretty much to the letter and add some
other fun features. Only real complaint - the mechanics of fighting are somewhat over-simplified and could have been a tad
more advanced.. A decent over-head shooter set in the halo universe. All it needs is co-op.
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An excellent use of VR. One of the best games I have played on it. In-depth story line, easy to use controls, beautiful music. All
around a great experience!. (I played this game for dozens of hours on Desura)
One of the most original and charming games I discovered in 2014. Just make sure to keep your expectations in check. Its a
slower paced "puzzle" game with a god sim theme, requiring some micromanagement and is not a sim\/RTS game. I found this
game to be incredibly charming and the developer pulled of the theme as a puzzle game incredibly well. The individual levels
are incredibly diverse and can be quite long, so this isnt a game, where you'll finish a level within 5 minutes, but its totally worth
digging into.

Lower the sea levels to create new paths and create your own Cubie micropopulation! Love this game.. The idea is cute but the
animations are ugly and the gameplay feels uninspired and clunky, it's an obvious mobile port.. Spelunker's staying power is
something of a mystery: It started in the C64 and NES era as you playing the absolute most pathetic cave explorer ever
conceived. This was back before platforming conventions had been established, so this was not even a cute gimmick. You just
died if you took a fall more than half your height, into a tiny pit, trying to hop off a rope without treating it like a careful six
step embark\/disembark process. Hell, your biggest enemy as bat guano. Bats pooing on you, killing you in one hit. The whole
affair was nearly spiteful, behind the cutesy music, the game HATED you.

And yet it came back, an HD reimagining on PS3 with slightly less outright hatred (Rope\/ladder disembarking is no longer a
crapshoot, even if the falls are still as brutal.). Then a F2P, multiplayer-centric take on it on PS4, with some slight MonHun style
grind and collection to round that out.

Spelunker Party is a sequel then to that F2P version. MP Lobbies, cave selection, a bit of grinding, but no microtransaction
nonsense. Of course, they never advanced beyond the incomprehensible C64-era item pickup icons.

After all that, Spelunker still loves to kill you, but it doesn't really hate you any more. The dungeons are fairly short, so a game
over won't cost you a lot of time; enough to make it not an instant retry indie game but not enough to feel punitive. The entire
affair ends up feeling rather charming; the deliberate pace of it, stopping to make sure you hop over every pit carefully, dodge
bat guano, climb each path for keys, bombs, flares, or meta-loot. The game's love of killing you ends up giving Spelunker its
own unique pace and gameplay. It does not end up like IWBTG or similar masochist platformers; the pace is too slow, and it
does not often throw you into long sequences without a break demanding fast reflexes.

Spelunker will not stay dead. On paper, it sounds like it shoould, but if you give it a chance, I think you will discover why it has
such staying power.. p good but needs more content. Cannot recommend this game. The physics seem way off from what I
expected. Most of the return balls come back right at your feet or so close to your body that a racquet isn't appropriate. A shield
would be a better option. The balls require too light of a touch. Hitting them hard, like a racquet is made for, will make them
return near light speed. In this case, again, a shield would be a better option. The premise is a great one and could be extremely
fun if the physics worked better. The playfield may need to be bigger to be able to hit the ball harder and give the player more
time to react. Holoball is a great example.
With some playablility changes, this would be an awesome game!. Well it gets boring pretty quickly and is set out for more like
a browser game. But the soundtracks are pretty cool!. http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=901822534
Fun, tactical, surprisingly addictive "turn-based defense card game" inspired by the Atari arcade classic Missile Command. Easy
to learn, challenging to master.

Continued plays earn you upgrade points for your base and unlock special cards.

Like any card game, you are sometimes at the mercy of how the 'dealer' shuffled the deck, so to speak. :)

Entertaining, pixelicious graphics. Missiles, lasers, cannons, shields, repair drones, orbital death rays,

Maybe best compliment I can pay is that there's truly nothing else like it on Steam. Which I mean as a compliment. :) Also, the
dev is responsive in the Steam forums.. This was a quaint addition to the game's source material, but that is about it. If you are a
dedicated fan to To the Moon and the continuation of the Sigmund Corp. series, you will appreciate this comic. Otherwise, I
wouldn't bother with the purchase.
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